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I agreed to film the presentation, and it was interesting. That's the most
positive thing I can say about it, because I question a number of specific
statements made. I can only hope that my questions to Eric Hatfield are taken
seriously, because he needs to have specific answers to some very specific
questions if his candidacy is to gain any traction. Questions regarding racial
diversity and sensitivity cannot political footballs, because they become
grenades and people get hurt through unsubstantiated accusations. My
important question concerning grading the training on a scale of 1-10 was
ducked because "I'm not trained to judge." If that's the case, then not being
trained to judge is not trained to run for office.

Eric Hatfield Candidate for Caddo
Parish Sheriff at Pamoja Center- May
5, 2015
Hatfield at Breakfast Group - Constable Eric Hatfield,
who is challenging Sheriff Steve Prator for the parish's ...
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Brittany Summa likes this.
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Amy Senn · Friends with Tom Pace and 16 others
Is it true Mr. Marks that you were asked to leave the meeting this morning and
that you did not have permission to film this? Also, were you asked by Steve
Prator to show up and film this meeting? It seems our Sheriff feels like Eric
Hatfield may be a threat to him.... Hmmm..
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MK Marks Amy Senn, I was NOT asked to leave and I have filmed these meeting
previously with the full permission of Lloyd Thompson and Craig Lee. No one ever
questioned my filming and I believe I was thanked by at least four people who
were there who indicated t... See More
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MK Marks This is the segment regarding the comments of "Diversity and
Diversity Training" and, YES, I asked the question. http://youtu.be/ZglBpYnoP6E

Eric Hatfield on Diversity &
Diversity Training in law...

